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Abstract—Semantic labels are crucial parts of many locationbased applications. Previous efforts in location-based systems
have mostly paid attention to achieve high accuracy in localization or navigation, with the assumption that the mapping
between the locations and the semantic labels are given or will
be done manually. In this paper, we propose a system called
Deep-Crowd-Label that automatically assigns semantic labels to
locations. We propose a novel transfer learning method that
leverages deep learning models deployed on many crowd-workers
to assign semantic labels to locations by classifying associated
visual data. Deep-Crowd-Label uses the power of the crowd to
aggregate the individual predictions done by the model across
the crowd-workers visiting the same location. Our preliminary
experiments with 26 different types of locations show that, our
method and our prototype system is able to find the right label
for the locations i.e., coffee shop to the Starbucks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The ubiquity of smartphones and their multi-modal sensing
capabilities have enabled a wide spectrum of mobile sensing
applications. These applications are usually human-centric in
that the smartphone utilizes on-board sensors to sense people
and characteristics of their contexts [16],[15]. On the other
hand, location is one of the most widely used contextual signal
in everyday activities. Therefore, one of the most important
people-centric pervasive applications is in providing locationbased services with contextual information about the location.
Prior work has shown how places can be discovered from
temporal streams of user location coordinates [6]. However,
if we can automatically characterize places by linking them
with attributes, such as place categories (e.g., clothing store,
restaurant), we can realize powerful location- and contextbased scenarios [19]. Indoor maps and semantic understanding
of a place are equally crucial pieces of the bigger localization
puzzle, but only recently researchers began to focus on these
aspects. In this paper, we present Deep-Crowd-Label a framework for semantically labeling the user’s location. Despite
the generality of our approach we focus on the processing
of indoor locations, in which the people spent a big portion
of their time. In our approach we focus on the locationtagged visual data i.e., images and videos and use deep neural
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Fig. 1: An indoor area with semantic labels
networks [12] as the core of our processing pipeline. The
choice of deep neural networks is due to the availability of
large-scale image datasets and the promising performance of
the recent methods developed in this area that outperform the
other data mining and machine learning methods. Examples
include the recent algorithms developed for object detection
and scene understanding [29], [22], [9], [13].
On the other hand, the advantages of crowd-sourcing in
this work is two folded. First, there are already available big
crowd-sourced datasets like ImageNet [7] and places [1] that
makes the training of the deep neural models possible. Second,
in addition to the crowd-sourced datasets, by deploying the
trained models in many crowd-workers, crowd-sourcing enables us to have a much more reliable labeling via aggregating
the predictions done by the crowd-workers (crowd-prediction).
Therefore, crowd-sourcing is used both in the training (crowdsensed training data) and in the inference (crowd-prediction).
In particular, Deep-Crowd-Label leverages the crowd-sensed
data to build a big dataset suitable for training deep neural
network, and proposes novel techniques based on model adaptation and model extension via transfer learning to exploit the
pre-trained models (which they are also trained on the crowdsourced datasets) to build a robust and accurate prediction
model for semantically labeling the user’s location. Since training deep neural networks requires a lot of data to prevent overfitting[4], Deep-Crowd-Label retrofits the pre-trained models
via novel transfer learning techniques and builds ensemble
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Pre-trained models

Model adaptation layer

of models to cope the over-fitting problem. Moreover, DeepCrowd-Label proposes a probabilistic averaging algorithm to
use the power of crowd in aggregating the individual crowdworkers predictions in generating the final location labels.

Ensemble
output

II. R ELATED W ORK
Various semantic localization schemes based on crowdsourcing by smartphones have been developed recently. SurroundSense [3] and SenseLock [10] utilize sensor data from
smartphones to characterize the ambiance and translate them
into a semantic information about the user’s location. Authors
in [21] and [26] attempt to categorize places by training
a model on WiFi, GSM and sensor data collected from
frequently visited places. These approaches are based on the
assumption of availability of labeled ambiance data. Work
by [5] tries to connect the text in the crowd-sensed pictures
with the posts in social networks to infer business names.
AutoLabel [14] aims to automatically identify the name of the
store by correlating the words inside the store’s WiFi-tagged
pictures with the keywords found in the store’s website to
produce a WiFi AP to StoreName table. Perhaps more closer
to our approach is work by [27] that attempts to identify
the stores that appear in a photo by matching it against the
images of the exteriors of the nearby stores extracted from the
web. This approach relies on the conventional computer vision
techniques and are neither scalable nor robust. In contrast,
on the one hand, Deep-Crowd-Label does not rely on the
conventional computer vision techniques and uses deep neural
networks that has recently driven remarkable performance in
computer vision and machine learning. On the other hand,
Deep-Crowd-Label relies on crowd-sourcing on both training
and inference phases that increases the generality and robustness of the system. For these two reasons, we believe DeepCrowd-Label addresses many shortcomings of the existing
approaches while not replacing them but playing as a valuable
complementary technique to them.
III. M ETHOD
Deep neural networks learn a number of hierarchical feature
representations and have two major benefits. First, deep neural
networks do not need hand-crafted features which allows us to
deploy the models in real applications easier [12]. Second, the
deep features learned by deep neural networks, in comparison
with conventional hand-crafted features, are more generic and
extremely robust which allow us to use the learned features
in one domain (the source domain) to build the models for
another domain (the target domain), e.g., object detection to
scene understanding. The latter is the spirit of our method
in designing of our processing pipeline and is explained as
follows.
A. Domain Adaptation with Pre-Trained Models
Domain adaptation aims at training a classifier in one
problem space and applying it to a related but not identical
problem [28]. We adopt existing practice in DNN modeling,
called pre-trained models [8], and apply them to our location

Fig. 2: Our model adaptation schema and ensemble of adapted
deep neural models. Left/Green: Several deep neural models
pre-trained or extended using transfer learning. Middle/Red:
The adaptation layer. Right/Blue: The aggregation layer.
labeling problem. Our “domain adaptation" in this case is
limited to the “label space adaptation", that is adopting the
output of the final layer without tuning the learned parameters
(weights) or the internal network structure. In this approach,
the pre-trained models trained with arbitrary number of class
labels used in the task of classifying the images that cover
only a subset of classes identifying the location context i.e.,
store types. Table I summarizes the pre-trained models used
in our domain adaptation mechanism. The final layer of these
DNNs commonly use the SoftMax classifier [4]. For this layer
we have:
T

ewj Xi
P (y = j|Xi ) = Pn
(wk XiT )
k=1 e

(1)

where Xi is the feature vector extracted by the deep neural
network for the input sample i (captured single image). wi is
the weight learned by the neural network. y is the predicted
class label in j ∈ N the set of all the class labels a pretrained model is trained on (the source domain). For example
the size of label space, |N|, for original AlexNet [11] trained
for ImageNet [7] is 1000 labels. In order to adapt such a
pre-trained model for the task of interest (the target domain),
we follow the Bayesian chain rule [4] and apply the prior
knowledge specific to the space to the model prediction and
thus we have:
1(y ∈ L) · P (y = j|Xi )
Ps (y = j|Xi ) = P
1(y ∈ L) · P (y = j|Xi )

(2)

L

where 1(.) is the identity function and L is the label-set of
the application the pre-trained model is adopted for (the target
domain). The denominator is the normalization factor and thus
Ps (y = j|Xi ) indicates the probability of class(label) given
the feature vector Xi for application specific labels j ∈ L .
Therefore, given a pre-trained model M with the label space
N in the source domain, and the loss function as shown in
equation 1, our domain adaptation approach adapts the model
M for the target application with label space L ⊂ N using the
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equation 2. Fig. 2 illustrates the layouts of our pipeline. The
adaptation layer in this figure implements equation 2.
B. Model Extension with Transfer Learning
Training deep neural networks requires very large datasets
and it is relatively unusual to have a proper dataset with
sufficient size for many applications. Therefore, it is not
always practical to train an entire deep neural network from
scratch. Instead, it is common to pre-train a deep neural net.
on a very large standard dataset i.e. ImageNet, which contains
1.2 million images with 1000 categories or Places dataset
[25] with 500K images with 205 categories and then use
the the resulting model (the pre-trained model) either as an
initialization or a fixed feature extractor to build a final model
for your application. In the previous section, we described how
the pre-trained models are adapted to our application without
further training. This approach is suitable for the cases that the
target labels are a subset of original labels, L ⊂ N. However,
in our problem, none of the original models entirely include
our target label space. In other words: L 6⊂ N . Therefore,
we have two cases: a) There are class labels in L that do not
have any high level representation in the pre-trained models
label space N e.g., computer store is missing in the ImageNet
label space. b) There are class labels in L that match with
more than one class label in N e.g., shoe-shop has multiple
corresponding categories in AlexNet-ImageNet model (i.e.,
shoe, loafer shoe or sport shoe). To address this issue we
propose an approach to extend the pre-trained base models
using “Transfer Learning" [18]. In this approach we keep the
feature extractor layers1 in the pre-trained model frozen by
setting the learning rate for these layers to zero. The last fully
connected layer instead is initiated with random weights and
is trained with the data collected and labeled by us. This
allows us to use the features extractors trained in the pretrained models and train the final fully connected layers using
our collected data and extend the model to cover the entire
label space L. This also enables us to train a deep model with
limited amount of training data with no over-fitting.
C. Model Ensemble
To further improve the accuracy and increase the robustness
of our label prediction model (for single image) we use an ensemble of models as illustrated in Fig. 2. Our ensemble model
is simply the weighted average of prediction probabilities of
the individual models that are either adapted or extended by the
methods explained in sections III-A and III-B. Fig.2 illustrates
this approach and Table I summarizes these models.
IV. T RAINING
We train our network with a combination of available public
datasets and our collected data using video frames and still
images. The training is done when the Model Extension (ME)
approach (cf. Sec. III-B) is used. Each model in this approach
is trained independently regardless of what kind of pre-trained
model is chosen as the base model. In the training process, the
1 convolutional

layers

convolutional layers are taken from the convolutional layers in
the base model e.g., [8], [11]. We pass the output of these
convolutional layers (i.e. the pool5 features) into a single
feature vector. This vector is the input to the fully connected
layers taken from the base model and trained on our dataset.
Finally, we re-define the last layer (i.e., softmax layer) to have
outputs equal to the number of classes in our label space.
During the training procedure the learning rate is set to zero
for the convolutional layers. This is because we do not have
enough data to train these layers and thus by freezing these
layers (learning rate = 0) it will prevent our model to over-fit
to the training data and at the same time taking advantages of
the pre-trained model as a feature extractor. The learning rate
for the fully connected layers are taken from the default for
the base layers while the learning rate for the output layer is
set to 10 times of the maximum of learning rates of the fully
connected layers. This is because the last layer is designed
specifically for the target domain and, unlike intermediate fully
connected layers in the model, there is no layer in the base
model corresponding to this new output layer and thus the
weights in this layer has to be initialized randomly. Therefore
this requires us to have the layer trained faster than other fully
connected layers.
Beside the learning rate and the structure of the output layer,
the other network hyper-parameters are taken from the base
models. In our model we use ReLU [17] as the activation
function in each convolution layer interleaved with pooling
layers as in the base models. Our neural network is trained
using Caffe [8].
V. L ABELING

AND

AGGREGATION

BY

C ROWD -S OURCING

Once the model is generated via the process explained in
Sections III and IV, it’s ready to be deployed and use the
power of crowd for location labeling. This is basically the
final stage of our labeling pipeline. In this step the individual
prediction results from each crowd-worker for a location k are
aggregated via the following weighted averaging mechanism.
Let PI (y = j|Xik ) be the prediction probability result by our
ensemble of deep neural network models (cf. Sections III-C)
for classifying an image i obtained by a crowd-worker at
location k, represented by feature vector Xik . Also let Γk
indicate the set of all images collected for location k by all
crowd-workers. Therefore we have:
PΓ (y = l|Γk ) =

1 X
PI (y = j|Xik )
|Γk | k

(3)

Xi ∈Γk

where PΓ (y = l|Γk ) is the aggregated predication for location
k cross over all the images obtained by all crowd-workers for
that location. Since there is no difference between different
crowd-workers and neither between images obtained by them,
all images obtained by all crowd-workers are simply put in the
set Γk . The final label for each location is obtained by simply
picking the label with the maximum aggregated probability,
in other words we have:
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TABLE I: Our Model Adaptation and Model Extension of Deep Neural Networks
Architectureα
Dataset ( # of classes/ total size )
DNN Model
imagenet-alexnet [11]
5(CV), 3(FC), 1000(O)
ImageNet(1000/1.2M)
places-alexnet [29]
5(CV), 3(FC), 205(O)
Places (205/2.5M) [29]
places-hybrid [25]
5(CV), 3(FC), 1183(O)
ImageNet (978) + Places(205)
places-googleNet [25]
59(CV), 5(FC),205(O)
Places (205/2.5M)
shops-alexnet
5(CV), 3(FC), 26(O)
Places205 =⇒ shops from places + SUN397 [24] dataset (205/2.5M)
indoor67-alexnet
5(CV), 3(FC), 67(O)
Indoor 67 [20] (67/15.6K)
indoorshops-alexnet
5(CV), 3(FC), 26(O)
ImageNet =⇒ indoor shops selected from SUN + places =⇒ our data (15/1.5k)
imagenet-stores-alexnet
5(CV), 3(FC), 9(O)
ImageNet =⇒ indoor shops from ImageNet (9/10k)
α: FC: Fully-connected Layer, CV: Convolution Layer, O: Output (number of classes)
=⇒: indicates the direction of transfer learning: base model =⇒ new model.
M : MA: Model Adaptation (Sec. III-A), ME: Model Extension (Sec. III-B).

labelk = arg max PΓ (y = l|Γk )
l

(4)

Note that the advantages of this approach to the voting
approach is that in our approach not only it considers individual crowd-worker’s result but also it takes the individual
confidence levels as the prediction probability distribution over
the label space into the account. Thus, if two crowd-workers
label a location as a "coffee-shop" but with different probabilities, their contribution to the final prediction probability
P (y = ”cof f ee.shop”|Γk ) is proportional to their individual
prediction probabilities.
VI. E MBEDDING M ODELS INTO

THE

S MARTPHONE

Although many users are uploading images to many available cloud-based services (i.e., Google places Facebook, Yelp)
everyday, many other users may have stringent concerns in
sharing image data because image sharing might be quite
sensitive and intrusive. On the other hand, uploading every
single image by smartphones is not energy efficient. Therefore,
a salient feature of Deep-Crowd-Label is that it deploys the
deep neural model on the smartphone of a crowd-worker and
if a crowd-worker prefers to not share the images with our
cloud back-end, the system performs the image labeling on the
device and uploads the prediction results instead. This means
the Deep-Crowd-Label performs one feed-word execution on
the deep model for each input image and uploads the classification results including the probability values as a serialized json
text-file to the cloud server. The server component aggregates
all the inferences it receives from all the crowd-workers as
discussed in Sec. V. Not only uploading a json text-file is a
lot more energy efficient than uploading the image files, but
also it addresses the privacy concerns that users may have.
However, embedding deep neural models into the smartphone is not straight-forward. Deep learning models are
both computationally intensive and often take up a lot of
space resulting unacceptable app sizes. For example, original
AlexNet [11] or VGGNet [23] are more than 200 or 520 MB
respectively. In our work, to shrink the file size, we apply
the quantization method developed by Pete Warden and et
al. [2] that takes advantage of the weights format in a trained
model. In nutshell this method squeezes(quantizes) each float
value (32 bits) in the model’s weight matrices to the closest
integer number (8 bits) resulting to a much smaller model

MethodM
MA
MA
MA
MA
ME
MA
ME
ME

size. By using this technique we reduce the file size of each
model significantly (∼ by 75%) making it easier to deploy on
mobile devices. Note that this method does not improve the
computation or run-time memory consumption of the models.
We leave further optimization of the model deployment for
our future work.
VII. DATA C OLLECTION

AND

DATASET P REPARATION

Data Collection: We have collected data from 26 different
indoor locations, mostly shops in the malls and supermarkets.
The data is collected using smart-watch and smart-phone in
the form of videos and still images. The videos are converted
to the frames. It is important to remove the very similar frames
in the training data to prevent bias in the model. Therefore we
only extract the key-frames from the video using FFMPEG.
Moreover, the 80% data is left for training and the 20% of is
used for inference (labeling). Since having a balanced dataset
is crucial in the training phase, the number of images per class
is kept balanced in the training set. This is not necessary in
the inference phase.
Automatic Rotation and Noise Reduction: During data
collection we observed that the camera API on each device
rotates the captured image arbitrary. Since our deep neural
network models are not rotation-invariant, we use the camera
information in the images Exif meta-data, to rotate the images
to the right orientation automatically. In addition, we apply
standard denoising method to improve the quality of collected
images. Images that the measure of blurriness is above a
certain threshold are not used in the training data.
Data Augmentation: Deep neural networks require a lot of
data to train. The easiest and the most common method to
cope with data scarcity is to artificially enlarge the dataset
a.k.a as data augmentation. Following the technique in [11],
we augment our dataset by extracting random 224 × 224
patches (and their horizontal reflections) from the 256 × 256
images and training our network on these extracted patches.
This increases the size of our training set by a factor of 2048,
though the resulting training examples are, of course, highly
interdependent [11]. Without this scheme, our network suffers
from substantial over-fitting even with transfer learning (cf.
Sec. III-B).
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Fig. 3: Predictions on the real samples collected from indoor shops. Bars below each image show the top-5 model predictions
using our deep learning method sorted in ascending order.
TABLE II: Location labeling results. Each table represents one
store with name and grand-truth type (top row). Top-5 prediction results with confidence values (prediction probabilities)
are presented in each row. Each prediction is the aggregated
result of crowd-sensed images for each store (Sec. V).
(b)

(a)
supermarket
supermarket
cottage-garden
crevasse
valley
mountain

Safeway
68.52%
6.31%
5.06%
4.89%
4.81%

Macy’s
35.71%
5.75%
3.99%
3.81%
3.13%

(c)
Disney Store
52.60%
11.97%
5.18%
3.06%
2.42%

(d)
gift-shop
gift-shop
candy-store
market
game-room
supermarket

Apple Store
16.47%
6.42%
6.38%
5.49%
5.26%

(e)
Zara
40.40%
5.20%
3.98%
2.91%
2.83%

clothing-store
clothing-store
gift-shop
staircase
shoe-shop
beauty-salon
computer store
computer store
food-court
art-gallery
cafeteria
art-studio

(f)

clothing-store
clothing-store
garbage-dump
slum
excavation
railroad-track

DSW
19.15%
11.39%
7.32%
6.32%
4.86%

shoe-shop
bookstore
airport-terminal
shoe-shop
supermarket
clothing-store

VIII. E VALUATION
Algorithmic Performance: Our proposed method is applied
to the real data collected from 26 stores. Fig. 3 shows the
prediction results of our pipeline when it labels a single image.
The figure shows top-5 prediction results for each image
with confidence values in the bar chart in increasing order.
Moreover, Tables II -a:f show the results of the aggregated
predictions for 6 different indoor locations (5 different kinds of
stores and 1 food court) in a shopping mall. For each location
the grand-truth label is mentioned on the top-right cell and

Fig. 4: The execution time of our model (base model=AlexNet)
on Galaxy-S7 mobile phone with layer-wise latency breakdown.
the top-5 prediction results are reported in descending order
of confidence values. Although the confidence values varies
for different views, the results show the significant difference
between the top-1 prediction and the other 4, verifying the
applicability and generality of our method in predicting the
right label for each location. Note due to limited space, only
a subset of results is presented here. Moreover, as we can see
in Fig. 3 there are a few examples with the incorrect top-1
prediction (false positive). However this is not the case when
the results are aggregated by crowd-sourcing as it is shown in
Tables II. These results show the expressivity of our method in
aggregating with crowd-sensing (crowd-prediction) to improve
the prediction accuracy.
System Performance: In Section VI we discussed how we
embed the deep models on mobile devices to address privacy
and energy consumption concerns. We benchmark the latency
of running our deep neural model when performing the prediction on a Galaxy S7 smartphones as shown in Fig. ??. This
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figure shows the latency of the model at runtime with layerwise breakdown. As we can see the latency of the layers on are
not distributed uniformly which motivates us to develop more
interesting deployment schema for future work. Moreover, as
we see the end-to-end latency for this model is more than
420 ms for processing of 1 image (batch size=1). This results
suggest that without any further improvement, the models may
not be fast enough to be deployed on the smartphones for realtime applications e.g., location-based services. However, they
are more suitable for applications like location labeling that are
essentially an offline process. We leave further improvement
of the models for real-time application for our future work.
IX. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE

WORK

This paper presents Deep-Crowd-Label, a novel system
to semantically label user’s location. Deep-Crowd-Label is
a crowd-assisted system that uses crowd-sourcing in both
training and inference time. It builds deep convolutional neural
models using crowd-sensed images to infer the context (label)
of indoor locations. It features domain adaptation and model
extension via transfer learning to efficiently build deep models
for image labeling. By fully exploiting the pre-trained models
and available datasets, Deep-Crowd-Label builds ensemble of
models to increase the robustness and improve the accuracy
of prediction. Moreover, Deep-Crowd-Label aggregates individual predictions done by the crowd-workers visiting same
location to infer the contextual label of that location. In addition, to preserve privacy and energy efficiency we deploy our
deep model on the crowd-workers smartphones and provide
the layer-wise benchmark of the models latency running on the
phone. The prototype system and the preliminary experiments
on 26 different indoor locations show the high accuracy of
the model and demonstrates the generality and robustness of
the underlying approach. Future plans include extending the
model to more diverse types of locations as well as improving
the on-device performance. In addition we plan to merge our
ensemble of models into one unified deep neural network by
exploiting the shared part of the models.
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